TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

SEC. 1/4 COR. 9/10 T 2 N R 10 W. WM.

HISTORICAL: A proportioned Point
Established and set by John Carlich
in 1958, see Map B-380.

CONDITION

FOUND: NO GLO R Ts FOUND

Ed good (B-380) 28" Hem. stamp with face and scribe marks "28.7 visible; bears N28°15′E 503 ft.

Ed (B-380) 34" Hem. stamp Nothing visible; bears 543′30″ W 1028 ft.

Ed rattled (B-380) Rattled spruce limb with pointed end at the position established by Carlich.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET A 1 1/2″ x 30″ IRON PIPE WITH A BRASS CAP
SET IN CONCRETE

1/4

9/10

RS 793

1981

NEW ACCESSORY: None available

COMMENTS: I set a C.S. B.C. in place of the spruce limb. Area has been logged off and burnt. The corner lies approx. 1000′ East of the crown road. * 9500 approx. 300′ South of intersection of * 9500 to 9510. IN THE PRESENCE OF: TERRY JONES

DATE: 6/15/81

Gale Arthur

Title